January 9, 2017

PCTEL Will Ring Nasdaq Opening Bell on January 12
BLOOMINGDALE, Ill.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- PCTEL, Inc. (Nasdaq:PCTI), a leader in Performance Critical Telecom solutions,
announced today that it would ring the opening bell at Nasdaq on January 12, 2017. David Neumann, the company's CEO;
Steve Levy, the company's Chairman; Gina Haspilaire, the Chair of the Compensation Committee; and Marty Singer, the
company's Vice Chair, will be joined by PCTEL's leadership team. PCTEL investors and key customers, including InfoVista,
the company that recently acquired Ascom's TEMS division, will participate in the event as well.
The opening bell ceremony celebrates the past 15 years of progress and PCTEL's strong future in the small cell, inbuilding, and complex, private wireless markets. Over the past year, PCTEL has delivered antennas as well as sophisticated
test and measurement tools to both cellular carriers and network infrastructure companies serving the growing in-building
and small cell market. In addition, PCTEL's network engineering services benchmark and optimize in-building networks,
including the preparation of sports arenas for collegiate and professional playoffs.
"We exited 2016 with a strong finish and momentum, which gives me great confidence that we have the right mix of people,
products and solutions for the wireless industry to leverage into 2017," said PCTEL CEO David Neumann. "The demand for
data is not going to slow nor retreat. Our customers rely on us to provide the highest level solutions to ensure critical
performance."
A live stream of the Nasdaq opening bell ceremony can be viewed live at https://livestream.com/nasdaq/live.
About PCTEL
PCTEL, a global provider of RF expertise, delivers Performance Critical Telecom solutions to the wireless industry. PCTEL
benchmarks and optimizes wireless networks with its data tools, engineering services, and RF products. PCTEL's antennas
and site solutions are vital elements for networks serving SCADA, fleet management, health care, public safety, and
education.
PCTEL's RF Solutions products and services improve the performance of wireless networks globally. PCTEL's
performance critical products include its SeeGull MXflex®, IBflex®, and EXflex® scanning receivers. PCTEL tools also
include CW transmitters, signal analyzers, and the SeeWave® interference locating system. PCTEL's SeeHawk® software
portfolio includes SeeHawk® Touch, SeeHawk® Collect, SeeHawk Engage™, SeeHawk Engage+™, SeeHawk Engage™
Lite, SeeHawk™ Studio, and SeeHawk™ Analytics. PCTEL provides interference management and performance critical RF
engineering services for wireless networks.
PCTEL Connected Solutions designs and delivers performance critical antennas and site solutions for public and private
wireless networks globally. PCTEL's performance critical antenna solutions include high rejection and high performance
GNSS products and innovative broadband LTE and Wi-Fi solutions for fixed and mobile applications, including transit, inbuilding, and small cell networks. In addition, PCTEL provides a broad portfolio of LMR and Yagi antennas. We leverage our
design, logistics, and support capabilities to deliver performance critical antenna and site solutions into carrier, railroad,
utility applications, oil and gas, and other vertical markets.
PCTEL's products are sold worldwide through direct and indirect channels. For more information, please visit the company's
web sites: pctel.com, antenna.com, or rfsolutions.pctel.com.
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